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W      RNING
READ THIS BEFORE STARTING

Every Turbo kit from Alpha Powersport has been designed to make your Slingshot more enjoyable and reliable. Any tam-
pering of the kit beyond our factory recommendation will void your warranty of the kit. Our turbo kit will produce more 
than enough power for your need. We highly recommend that you consult with us on your goals if you seek to go beyond 
our recommendations. 

The installation of our turbo kit is not child’s play. It can result in engine damage or failure. We always recommend getting 
this kit installed at our certified installers. Having a factory manual for this install is also recommended. If the instructions 
are not clear or, you can not find the reference in the factory manual, give us a call for technical support. 

You must ship your factory computer to the following address to be reflashed BEFORE you can run the turbo kit.  
Shipping is not covered in the cost of the kit. 

Bob Radke  
2121 Ruhland Ave

Redondo Beach, CA  
90278

Also be sure to return your factory oil pan in the prepaid packaging for your core refund.

Thank you for choosing our product.   

TURBO  INSTALL 
VIDEO

Technical Support: P) 715.600.2024 E) Info@AlphaPowersport.com
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TURBO PARTS LIST

CONTENT OF BOX 1

• Assembled Turbocharger 
 Turbo Welded compressor Ported Exhaust
 T3 Gasket (installed)
 3x Turbo bolt Allen M10x1.5x30
 3x Bolt Gasket (installed)
 1x Manifold bolt Allen M10x1.5x50 & nut
 2x Manifold bolt Allen M10x1.5x25
 5x Exhaust Bolts M8x1.25x25 (installed)
 90 Degree Oil feed fitting (installed)
 AN -10 Turbo Drain Flange
 Turbo Drain Gasket
 Turbo Drain Bolts (installed)
 16” Drain Hose w/90o and 60o fittings 
 2 bar Map w/adapter harness & grommet  
 
• Wastegate Kit 
 Wastegate 4psi springs
 Oil Fee Line
 Block fitting to 4an Assembled
 4x Spark Plugs
 4x Injectors
 PTFE thread sealing tape
 6x M6 x 25mm Screws
 Wire Loom 10”
 10x 11” Zip ties
 10x 4” Zip ties
 6” of rubber edge
 1x Roll Electrical tape
• Blow Off Valve Kit

 

• Exhaust Components: 
 Race Muffler 
 Dump Tube 
 
 (Optional upgrade) 
 Side Exit Muffler Assembly 

• 1/4” x 48” Vacuum Line 
 
• 1/4” x 36” Breather Line 
 
 
OPTIONAL: 
 
• Wideband Kit 
 

CONTENT OF BOX 2

PIPING: 
 
• Cold side Piping   
• Throttle Body Relocation Elbow 
• Intake Box 
• Air Filter 
• 3” Intake Pipes 
• Hot Side Piping
• Exhaust Heat Shield 
 

Couplers: 
 
1x 2.75” to 3” 
2x 2.5” 
1x 2.75” to 2.5”
1x 2” to 2.5” 
 
Clamps:

1x 2.00” 
1x 3.00” 
6x 2.50” 
2x 2.75”

CONTENT OF BOX 3

• Intercooler Assembly •Oil Pan 

1

2

3
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Getting started. The battery compartment is located on the
lower left side of the vehicle, behind the rider compartment.  
Remove the access panel fasteners and remove the access panel. 
Remove the battery retainer nut. Remove the retainer wedge from 
the stud. Slide the battery out of the compartment. Remove the nut 
securing the negative (-) battery cable to the chassis ground.
Remove the cable eyelet from the stud. Move the cable to prevent 
it from contacting any metal components. Unplug and remove the 
ECU from the slingshot. Use a 10mm to unfasten the two 10mm 
bolts holding the ECU to the chassis. Send the ECU out per the 
included instructions.

Remove the 4-13mm and 4-8mm bolts that holds the front bumper  
assembly to the chassis. Remove the 4 lower 13mm hood hinge 
bolts holding the hinge to the chassis. Lift the hood and bracket 
assembly off the slingshot.

Remove the passenger side panel and mud guard as one  
assembly. There is one hidden bolt next to the passenger seat that 
is kind of hard to get to. If you have a non-base model you will 
need to remove the passenger speaker pod. (YouTube has a video 
on how to do this.)

Remove the factory muffler assembly by releasing the 3 springs 
then removing the 3-15mm bolts. Unplug the electrical connector. 
Use a 22mm wrench to remove the factory oxygen sensor from 
the manifold and set aside. DO NOT remove the factory exhaust 
manifold.
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

Drain the engine oil. Remove the 15-13mm oil pan bolts and the 
4-18mm bolts. Remove the bolts on the coolant tank. (Fig 2) 
Remove the Driver side lower and the passenger side upper motor 
mount nuts. Jack up the passenger side 2 inches and place a 2 
inch spacer between the motor mount and the engine bracket. Set 
the engine down on it. You are now ready to remove the oil pan. 
Pry the oil pan at the location in you may need to work it a little 
but it will pop off. After prying the pan off the block, slide it forward 
over the steering rack and then drop the back down and slide it 
out toward the back. (If you have the new factory heat kit you will 
need to push this out of the way in order to get the oil pan out.) 
Clean the factory RTV off the block and be sure you have a clean 
dry surface. Apply a layer of gray RTV around perimeter of the pan, 
and the oil pickup tube hole. Be sure to add an extra layer above 
the welded bung as the pan may have shrunk during  
welding. Slide the pan in and re-install the oil pan bolts in the pat-
tern as seen in (Fig 3). The torque for the oil pan bolts is 18 Ft.Lb. 
Now reinstall the 4-18mm bolts being sure to torque to  
39lbft(53Nm) and then lower the engine and tighten the mount 
nuts.

Remove the 2-10mm lower headlight mounting bolts. Now remove 
the 8 plastic clips on the front radiator shroud and remove the 
upper and lower shroud. You will need to trim the top to fit using 
the supplied guide.  Now reinstall the upper plastic radiator shroud 
with the 2 upper push clips. 

Take 2 of the 6 M6x25 Bolts supplied and bolt the intercooler to 
the 2 lower holes on the front headlight housing. Reinstall the lower 
plastic radiator shroud using 2 push clips at the front of the shroud. 
The bottom will fit without any trimming. (You will not be able to get 
the 4 clips that hold the top and bottom shrouds together back in)
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

Install the oil feed line in the forward most block plug behind the 
exhaust manifold as seen below. (Do not over tighten this fitting.  
You will break the brass portion. You just need to compress the 
copper crush washer.) DO NOT use Teflon tape on these connec-
tions.

Connect the oil feed and return lines to the turbo DO NOT use Tef-
lon tape at the turbo. Hold the oil feed line down from the manifold 
when you tighten. It should make a U shape. On the return line 
only, place Teflon tape on the 90 degree fitting and screw it into the 
oil pan. Be sure this fitting is nice and snug.

Installing the turbo. You will need to clock the Turbo to fit. To get 
the turbo clocked properly loosen all the ½” bolts on the  
compressor side of the turbo, install the turbo and rotate it counter 
clockwise while looking down from the top. Place the 3 bolt gasket 
between the turbo and the manifold. Snug the 3 supplied bolts and 
place the heat shield on the exhaust manifold.  Rotate the  
compressor housing so the outlet pipe is close to the heat shield 
but not touching. Tighten one of the compressor housing bolts.  
You now need to remove the turbo and tighten the remaining 
compressor housing bolts. (Be sure not to over tighten these. They 
just need to be snug.)  Reinstall the turbo like before but this time 
tighten all bolts.
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 11

STEP 12

STEP 13

STEP 14

Install the waste gate dump tube on the waste gate. Then install 
the Waste gate on the exhaust, be sure to use all the gaskets 
supplied and make sure the waste gate has the sealing ring on the 
bottom.

VERY IMPORTANT! DO NOT PLUG THE TOP PORT ON THE 
WASTE GATE. ONLY ROUTE THE PRESSURE LINE FROM THE 
TURBO TO THE SIDE PORT. LEAVE THE TOP PORT OPEN. DO-
ING THIS WRONG COULD CAUSE ENGINE FAILURE.

Remove the factory intake tube by using a flat screw driver or an 
8mm socket and loosen the two hose clamps pictured in Fig. 1. 
Don’t forget to pull the breather hose from the intake tube. DO 
NOT remove the clamp Fig. 1.2. Also remove the Intake Air Temp 
sensor connector by pressing the button and pulling gently as seen 
in Fig.  1.1.

Install the exhaust to the turbo and use Copper RTV to seal it. 
Be sure you tighten the bolts nice and snug. They will need to be 
rechecked after the vehicle has heat cycled a few times and every 
oil change.
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 15

STEP 16

STEP 17

STEP 18

Now it’s time to remove the factory air box. This is done by  
removing the three 10mm hex bolts that attach it to the chassis 
seen in Fig. 2. Once all these bolts are removed you can simply lift 
the box out of place.

Extend the throttle body wires. As you can see in Fig. 3 you can 
remove the connector from the throttle body. NOTE: There is a 
gray safety lock on the connector slide that back first, otherwise 
the connector will not release.

Cut the outer layer of electrical tape being careful not to cut into 
the harness. Fig. 3. Once you are through the outer layer you can 
pull on the harness gently and it will start to come out of the loom, 
carefully cut through the second layer of tape. Now you should 
be able to pull the wiring out of the loom just like Fig. 4. Place the 
loom supplied in the kit over the exposed wire and tape.

Remove the four 10mm hex bolts that attach the throttle body to 
the factory intake manifold. Then remove the rubber intake pipe.
Next you will need to remove the entire intake manifold.  Start by 
removing the 1-10mm bolt holding the dipstick to the manifold. 
Now remove the 5-10mm bolts and 2-10mm nuts holding the man-
ifold to the head.  Remove the manifold from the engine rotating 
the top towards you.  Between the middle two runners there is a 
small hole.  You will need to drill this out using a 3/32” drill bit. You 
will only be drilling in a 1/8”. Do not drill in more than 1/8” deep or 
you will damage your manifold!!!
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 19

STEP 20

STEP 21

STEP 22

Now place the throttle body on the new intake elbow making 
sure the gasket included in the kit is in place. Tighten the bolts 
in a crisscross pattern to 89 in.lb. (10 Nm) Plug the throttle body 
connector in to the throttle Body as shown in FIG 5. Insert one 
supplied bolt into the lower left bolt hole on the factory manifold 
just a few threads. Now carefully slide the assembly into place 
moving any harness or tubes out of the way as you place it. Place 
the remaining bolts in and tighten to 89 in.lb. (10 Nm).  You may 
need to pull the circled harness to gain some more length, you do 
not want the throttle body wire tight.

Remove the factory bolts that hold the radiator to the support in 
front of the engine using a 1Omm Socket and wrench. You may 
have to screw the bolt all the way out. The radiator will not fall out. 
Fig. 6. Cut the two zip ties shown, then zip tie the harness to the 
cross  beam in Fig. 6.

Before installing the intake pipe cut the 6” rubber strip in half and 
place one piece on the top and one on the bottom as shown in 
Fig. 7. Then slide the intake pipe down between the fan and the 
core support. Once the pipe is in place you can install the coupler 
and attach it to the turbo with 2.75” to 3” coupler. Be sure to leave 
one clamp loose at this time to allow for proper filter location.  (If 
you have a 2016 or have the new heat kit installed you will need to 
trim the shroud on the back side of the radiator using the supplied 
template.)

Slide the air filter heat shield over the intake pipe and attach it with 
the factory hardware in the 3 locations.  Now you can place the 
filter on the pipe and snug it down. Now tighten the clamp at the 
turbo you left loose in the previous step.
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TURBO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 23

STEP 24

FINAL STEP 

HAVE FUN! BE SAFE!

Time to install the intercooler piping. First install the hot side as 
shown in Fig. 8 Then install the blow off valve and intake air sensor 
on to the cold pipe. Install both pipes and tighten them down. Be 
sure to plug in the intake temp sensor. Now route the vacuum hose 
from the intake to the BOV. Fig. 9. (if you are running a boost gage 
you will T in to this line for it)

Install the 4 injectors included in the kit by first releasing the pres-
sure in the fuel rail. Do this by removing the cap on the Schrader 
valve and with a small screw driver or pick to press down on the 
pin in the center of the valve. Next, release the fuel line from the 
rail by pushing down on the fitting and with a finger, press in on 
the back side of the fitting. Remove the 2 bolts that hold down the 
fuel rail. Unplug the main fuel injector harness and remove the rail. 
(There will still be fuel in the rail so be sure to dispose of it prop-
erly.) Take off the clips and swap the injectors. Place the clips on 
the injectors and reinstall the injectors on the rail. Be sure to use 
grease or oil to lubricate the O-rings before putting them back in.

Install the spark plugs included in the kit. There is no need to gap 
the spark plugs. If you haven’t already replace, your oil filter and 
refill your oil. Failure to do so will result in damage to your motor 
and the turbo. Place the tuned ECU back in the Slingshot,  
reconnect the negative battery cable and you are ready to roll. Be 
sure to start the slingshot and check for leaks before you drive it. 
We also recommend a 20 mile break-in period of normal no boost 
driving. After your break-in check for leaks and install the heat 
shield. Make sure you wipe off any fingerprints when handling the 
heat shield or it will become permanent after a heat cycle. 

Your Slingshot is now Powered by Alpha Turbo Kit. Welcome to the 
boosted FAMILY! 


